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We propose a mechanism for high critical temperature (Tc) in the coexistent phase of superconducting
(SC) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) CuO2 planes in multilayered cuprates. The Josephson coupling
between the SC planes separated by an AFM insulator (Mott insulator) is calculated perturbatively up
to the fourth order in terms of the hopping integral between adjacent CuO2 planes. It is shown that the
AFM exchange splitting in the AFM plane suppresses the so-called �-Josephson coupling, and the long-
ranged 0-Josephson coupling leads to coexistence with a rather high value of Tc.
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FIG. 1. Schematic figure of a conducting block in the three-
layered system, SC/AFMI/SC. The thick and open arrows in-
dicate spins of electrons. The up and down spins enclosed by the
oval indicate condensed Cooper pairs. The matrix element of
interlayer hopping is denoted by Tk.
There is considerable interest in the superconducting
critical temperature, Tc, in cuprates. In multilayered cup-
rates having several CuO2 planes in a conducting block, Tc

increases with the number of CuO2 planes, n, and has a
maximum at n � 3 [1]. Several studies have proposed that
the suppression of Tc for n > 3 is caused by a charge
imbalance among individual CuO2 planes [2–5]; the
outer-pyramidal-coordinated planes (OPs) tend to get op-
timal or overdoped, while the inner-square-coordinated
planes (IPs) tend to get underdoped [1,2,6]. Chakravarty
et al. have claimed that a Josephson coupling enhances the
Tc up to n � 3, whereas a sizable charge imbalance com-
bined with competing order parameters reduces Tc beyond
n � 3 [4].

Recently, a coexistence of superconducting (SC)
and antiferromagnetic (AFM) states has been ob-
served in five-layered cuprates, HgBa2Ca4Cu5Oy and
TlBa2Ca4Cu5Oy [7], and in a heterostructure composed
of an alternating stack of La1:85Sr0:15CuO4 and La2CuO4

[8]. In the five-layered cuprates, since the charge imbal-
ance is enhanced by increasing n [2], the underdoped IPs
and the optimally doped OPs show AFM and SC states,
respectively [7]. It is noted that the five-layered cuprates
retain rather high values of Tc � 100–108 K [2], despite
the fact that the SC planes are separated by AFM planes in
the direction perpendicular to the planes. In general, a
Josephson coupling between SC planes is necessary both
to stabilize the bulk SC state and to enhance Tc in layered
superconductors [4,9–12]. Therefore, in the above coex-
istent phases, in the five-layered cuprates, the Josephson
coupling is required via AFM planes not only for the
stability of the superconductivity but also for such high
values of Tc.

In this Letter, we study the coexistence of SC and AFM
CuO2 planes in multilayered cuprates. The AFM plane is
assumed to be an insulator at half filling with no double
occupancy. The Josephson coupling between SC planes
separated by an AFM one is perturbatively calculated in
terms of the hopping integral between adjacent CuO2
05=94(13)=137003(4)$23.00 13700
planes. The perturbative processes comprise two parts:
The first provides a positive value of Josephson coupling
called 0-Josephson coupling, while the second makes a
negative contribution called �-Josephson coupling. Note
that the sign of Josephson coupling reflects a quantum
effect originating from the fermion anticommutation rules
[13–15]. We find that the AFM exchange interaction sup-
presses the latter process, and allows the Cooper pair to
tunnel through the AFM insulating (AFMI) plane. The
fluctuations of the SC phase are suppressed by this long-
ranged Josephson coupling, and it is this which enables the
coexistence and a rather high value of Tc. The n depen-
dence of Tc and enhancement of the Josephson coupling
are discussed.

The minimal model is a three-layered system composed
of two SC planes with d-wave symmetry and an AFMI
plane at half filling. The SC planes are separated by the
AFMI plane as shown in Fig. 1. In the five-layered cup-
rates, the two SC planes are separated by three AFMI
planes, and the same mechanism arises in higher order.
The coexistence in five-layered cuprates is explained by
the Josephson coupling through the AFMI planes.

In each SC plane, the BCS mean-field Hamiltonian is
adopted, and the wave functions in the two SC planes are
given by
3-1  2005 The American Physical Society
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������������������
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k ��2
k

q
. The SC order

parameter is denoted by �k � ��0=2��cos�kx� 	 cos�ky�

and �k is the quasiparticle energy in the normal state. The
true vacuum is indicated by j0i. The operators, ay

k� and cyk�,
create electrons with momentum, k, and spin, �, in the SC1

and the SC2, respectively.
In the AFMI plane, the interaction between localized

spins is given by J
P

hi;ji
~Si � ~Sj, where ~Si is the spin operator

at the ith site, and the summation runs over the nearest
neighbor sites. The Néel state is assumed for the ground
state, and its wave function is given by

jAFMIi �
Y

i2A;j2B

by
i"b

y
j#j0i; (3)

where by
i� is the electron creation operator at the ith site

with spin �. Up and down spins are sited on sublattices A
and B, respectively. The phase convention is defined by
putting the operators in order of its site index. No double
occupancy is imposed on jAFMIi. The charge imbalance
between the SC and the AFMI planes is induced by a site
potential, W, whose value is of the order of J [5]. Because
of this potential, intermediate states with a double occu-
pancy are higher in energy than those with a single hole in
the multilayered cuprates [7].

The AFM and the SC planes are connected by the
tunneling Hamiltonian as

HT � H1 � H2; (4)
SC1 SC2

AF

A sublattice

B sublattice

i-th site

j-th site

∆Em1 = Ek+J+W

∆Em1 = Ek+J+W

∆E

∆
“0

“π

FIG. 2. Two examples of tunneling processes contributing to the
hm2jHT jm

0
1ihm

0
1jHT j�i=��Em1

�Em2
�Em0

1
�. The upper flow provide

Josephson coupling. The shaded rectangles imply the SC ground state
excitations and the localized spins, respectively. The open circle deno
spin configuration in the SCs, while the 0-config has the antiparallel c
lower flow.
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H1 �
X
i;k;�

��i;ka
y
k�bi� � ��

i;kb
y
i�ak��; (5)

H2 �
X
i;k;�

��i;kb
y
i�ck� � ��

i;kc
y
k�bi��; (6)

�i;k �
1

N1=2
e	ikriTk; (7)

where an electron coherently hops between adjacent planes
with matrix element, Tk � �t?=4��cos�kx� 	 cos�ky�

2

[16–18], and bi� � �1=N1=2�
P

ke
ikribk�.

The Josephson coupling energy, 	EJ cos!, which is a
function of phase difference between SC1 and SC2, ! �
�1 	 �2, is obtained by the fourth order perturbation
theory in terms of Eq. (4). The wave function of the ground
state is given by j�i � jSC1i � jAFMIi � jSC2i, where
the order of jSC1i, jAFMIi, and jSC2i must be maintained
to define a phase convention.

The first intermediate states, jm1i and jm0
1i, are obtained

by transferring an electron from the AFMI plane to the SC
one as shown in Fig. 2, since the double occupancy is
forbidden in jAFMIi. The energy of jm1i and jm0

1i is given
by �Em1

� �Em0
1
� Ek � J � W, where W is the site

potential in the IP [5]. Spin fluctuations and hole motions
are neglected.

The second intermediate states, jm2i, that can provide
the Josephson coupling energy, is classified into two types
of spin configurations, i.e., ‘‘0-config’’ and ‘‘�-config.’’
Typical processes are shown in Fig. 2. Each SC plane has
one quasiparticle excitation, and the AFMI plane has no
hole. The 0-config has an antiparallel spin configuration in
the SC planes, while the �-config has a parallel one. The
energy of jm2i with 0-config is given by �Em2

� 2Ek,
where the spin configuration in the AFMI plane is the
same as that in the ground state. On the other hand, the
m2 =2Ek+2J

Em2 = 2Ek

-config”

-config”

= (-1)

∆Em’1 =Ek+J+W

(+1)

(-1)

Josephson coupling energy, EJ �
P
h�jHT jm1ihm1jHT jm2i�

s the 0-Josephson coupling, while the lower flow leads to the �-
. The arrows in the SC and in the AFM indicate the quasiparticle
tes a vacant site in the AFMI plane. The �-config has the parallel
onfiguration. The anticommutation of fermions occurs only in the
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energy of jm2i with �-config is given by �Em2
� 2Ek �

2J, since one site is filled with an opposite spin.
Finally, we find that the magnitude of Josephson cou-

pling energy is given by

EJ � E0
J � E�

J ; (8)

�

�
1

�0
	

1

��0 � J�

�
t4?

��0 � J � W�2
; (9)

E0
J � 4

X
k

T4
k

2Ek�Ek � J � W�2

�
�k

2Ek

�
2

(10)

E�
J � 	4

X
k

T4
k

�2Ek � 2J��Ek � J � W�2

�
�k

2Ek

�
2
: (11)

Equations (10) and (11) are caused by 0-config and
�-config, respectively. We look more carefully into the
signs of E0

J and E�
J . In the transitions from j�i to jm2i by

way of jm1i, both 0-config and �-config have the same
sign. On the other hand, only in �-config, the anticommu-
tation of fermions occurs between jm2i and jm0

1i, and thus
the additional minus sign is added to its transition ampli-
tude. As a consequence, the 0-config provides the 0-
Josephson coupling, while the �-config does the �-
Josephson coupling. The signs of E0

J and E�
J are attributed

to the quantum effect originating from the anticommutation
of fermions [13–15].

Note that, when the AFM interaction in the AFMI plane
is much smaller than the SC gap, i.e., J � �0, the Cooper
pair cannot go through the AFMI plane, since 0-config and
�-config processes in Eq. (9) cancel out as

EJ �

�
1

�0
	

1

��0 � 0�

�
t4?

��0 � 0� W�2
� 0: (12)

To show the J dependence of Eq. (8), EJ is numerically
calculated and plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of J=t? for
W=t? � 0:2, 0.4, and 0.8. We adopt �k � 2t�cos�kx� �

cos�ky� 	 # for the quasiparticle energy, and t=t? � 5,
�0=t? � 1, and #=t? � 	1. One can find that the AFM
0 0.5 1 1.5
0

0.5

1

FIG. 3. J dependence of EJ. We adopted �k � 2t�cos�kx� �
cos�ky� 	 # for the quasiparticle energy. Parameters are scaled
by t? as t=t? � 5, �0=t? � 1, #=t? � 	1.
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interaction generates the Josephson coupling through the
AFMI plane.

We have shown that the long-ranged Josephson coupling
through the AFMI, EJ, can survive due to the magnetic
exchange interaction. Although the magnitude of EJ is
small, it is important to provide the phase coherence, which
plays an important role to determine Tc in the cuprate
superconductors [19,20]. Below, we study the SC phase
coherence in the multilayered systems based on a model
proposed by Zaleski and Kopeć [20]. In the present study,
we take account of the long-ranged Josephson coupling
denoted by K that is crucial to obtain a rather high value of
Tc in the coexistent phase in the five-layered cuprates.

The free energy given by a spatial variation of the SC
order parameter, ��r�, is proportional to

R
drjr��r�j2 �

j�0j
2
R

dr�r��r��2 � j�0j
2
R

dr cos��i 	 �j�. We as-
sume that the amplitude, �0, is constant and the spatial
variation of phase, ��r�, is slow, i.e., �i 	 �j �r��r�.
Therefore, the phase degree of freedom in the multilayered
cuprates is given by the XY model as

H � H0 � H1; (13)

H0 � 	
X
hi;ji;l

J�(�
k

~R�(�
i;l � ~R�(�

j;l 	
X

i;l;h(*i

J? ~R�(�
i;l � ~R�*�

i;l

	
X

i;hl;mi;h(*i

J0
?

~R�(�
i;l � ~R�*�

i;m; (14)

H1 � 	
X

i;l;hh(*ii

K�(*� ~R�(�
i;l � ~R�*�

i;l ; (15)

where ~R�(�
i;l � �R�(�;x

i;l ; R�(�;y
i;l � is the XY spin operator at the

ith site on the (th plane in the lth conducting block. The
single square brackets indicate sums between nearest
neighboring sites, planes and blocks. The double square
0 0.05 0.1

0.3

0.4

K

OP

⊥'J

K

||J

3D

0

T

T

FIG. 4. (a) Schematic figure of the five-layered XY model.
(b) K dependence of T0 normalized by that of the isotropic
case, T3D, given by JkOP � JkIP � J? � J0

? � 1 and K � 0.
Each line is given as follows: (i) n � 3, JkOP � JkIP � 1, J? �

0:1, and J0
? � 0:01 for triangles; (ii) n � 5, JkOP � JkIP � 1,

J? � 0:1, and J0? � 0:01 for solid circles; (iii) n � 5, JkOP �
JkIP � 1, J? � 0:01, and J0? � 0:01 for open circles; (iv) for
cross, n � 5 is reduced to n � 2 by assuming JkOP � 1, JkIP �
0, J? � 0, and J0

? � 0:01.
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bracket indicates a sum between the OPs in one block.
Schematic figures of the planes are shown in Fig. 4(a). The
SC planes have a finite value of J�(�

k
, while J�(�

k
� 0 in the

AFM planes. The long-ranged Josephson coupling via the
AFMI plane is denoted by K. The J0

? connects the SC OP
in one block to that in another block. If the IP is also the SC
state, J? should be included between the OP and the IP
within the block. Such a case is used to discuss the n
dependence of Tc.

The free energy par site for Eq. (13) is given by f�,� �

	,=* � 2=�*N�
PN=2

k;p Tr ln�, 	 *M̂n, where we
adopted an approximation that the average length of spins
is restricted to 1 [20]. The matrix, M̂n, is the Fourier
transform of the Hamiltonian, Eq. (13), in an n-layered
system. The Lagrange multiplier, , , is determined by a
saddle point equation as ,0 	 *cE

�1�
0 � 0, where E�1�

0 >
E�2�
0 > � � � > E�n�

0 are the eigenvalues of M̂n at k � 0.
The phase coherence develops below the critical tem-

perature, T0, which is determined by

T0 � E�1�
0

�
1

N

XN
k

1

n

Xn
(�1

1

1	 E�(�
k =E�1�

0

�
	1

: (16)

When all interlayer couplings are zero, i.e., J? � J0
? �

K � 0, the k summation in Eq. (16) diverges, and then
T0 � 0.

The K dependence of T0 is shown in Fig. 4(b). T0 is
normalized by T3D, which denotes the critical temperature
in the isotropic case on the three-dimensional cubic lattice,
i.e., JkOP � JkIP � J? � J0

? � 1 and K � 0. The ratio of
T0 to T3D measures an effect of the interlayer couplings.
The three- and five-layered cases with JkOP � JkIP � 1,
J? � 0:1, and J0

? � 0:01 are plotted by solid circles and
triangles, respectively. We find that T0 increases with n
[20]. For the small value of J? � 0:01 in the five-layered
case with JkOP � JkIP � 1, and J0

? � 0:01, T0 is sup-
pressed as shown by open circles. In other words, T0 is
enhanced by the Josephson coupling, but is suppressed by
the competing order, which reduces the Josephson cou-
pling between nearest neighbor planes [4]. If all SC orders
in IPs are suppressed, i.e., JkIP � J? � 0, the five-layered
system is reduced to the bilayer one composed of OPs.
Such a case is shown in Fig. 4(b) by crosses, where n � 5,
JkOP � 1, JkIP � 0, J? � 0, and J0

? � 0:01. We find that
T0 is suppressed, but is strongly enhanced by small K.
Therefore, even if the SC planes are separated by the AFM
insulators, the SC order can coexist with the AFM order
due to the Josephson coupling through the AFM plane. The
high value of Tc in the coexistent phase is also retained by
such a long-ranged Josephson coupling.

It is noted that, if one can eliminate all the �-config
processes, EJ will be enhanced more than Eq. (8). Such a
case is possible in a spin liquid state, i.e., resonating
valence bond (RVB) state [21]. The RVB state does not
have any transition amplitude to �-config, since the
13700
�-config processes corresponds to a triplet channel [15].
Therefore, only the 0-config process contributes to EJ, and
then the Josephson coupling with the RVB state can be
enhanced more than that with the AFMI state.

In conclusion, we have proposed a mechanism for high
critical temperature (Tc) in the coexistent phase of super-
conducting (SC) and antiferromagnetic (AFM) CuO2

planes in the multilayered cuprates. The Josephson cou-
pling between the SC planes separated by the AFM plane is
perturbatively calculated in terms of the hopping integral
between adjacent CuO2 planes. The AFM interaction pro-
vides the Josephson coupling through the AFM plane,
which enables the coexistence and the high value of Tc in
the multilayered cuprates. The further enhancement of
Josephson coupling is expected in a resonating valence
bond state.
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